Library Services: ORO Update
Annual Report, 2014/2015

Deposits

2,246 in total
15% increase on 2013/14

% Open Access

38% the same as 2013/14

Downloads

1,171,203 in total
16% increase on 2013/14

Repository Benchmarking

Downloads
8th of 87 UK repositories

Ranking Web of Repository
7th of 146 UK repositories

No. of items
28th of 176 UK repositories
ORO Annual Snapshot

**Most Downloaded Item**

**14,683** Downloads

**Most Downloaded Author**
Anna Craft

**25,579** Downloads

**Site visits from 225 countries and territories**

**409,997** Unique site visitors

ORO Trends

**Downloads (in 1,000s)**

**% Open Access**

**Deposits**

**Unique Site Visitors (in 1,000s)**